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	First Name: Joseph
	Last Name: Loverich
	Title: Project Manager
	Organization  Company: JE Fuller Hydrology and Geomorphology
	Cell Phone: 928.699.4409
	Email: joe@jefuller.com
	Title 12 words max: Coconino County Post-Fire Flood Modeling
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: The Coconino County Post-Wildfire 
	1: flood modeling was conducted to identify areas that are at risk for flooding in the aftermath 
	2: of a reasonable-scenario wildfire within the contributing watershed. 
	bio: Joe is an engineer with JE Fuller Hydrology and Geomorphology in Flagstaff.  He has 14 years of civil engineering experience in Flagstaff and has been involved with a wide variety of public and private projects across northern Arizona.  His main focus is on local to large scale drainage studies and design projects within the region.
	Abstract: The Coconino County Post-Wildfire Debris Flow and Flooding Assessment flood modeling was conducted to identify areas that are at risk for flooding in the aftermath of a reasonable-scenario wildfire within the contributing watershed.  Flood impacts and hazards were determined for the Williams and Fort Valley pilot areas using a two-dimensional computer model (FLO-2D PRO) to model the 2-, 10-, and 100-year events with watershed conditions simulating pre- and post-fire conditions.  One aspect of this study was to understand and quantify the impact of increased forest health due to forest treatments (thinning, control burns, etc.) on the downstream flood impacts.  To accomplish this, each pilot area was modeled with scenarios simulating an unburnt existing condition watershed, a post-fire severely burnt condition, and a post fire, low to moderately burnt condition, simulating the effects of forest treatment on burn severity.  The FLO-2D model was built with a 20’ grid and utilized the SCS curve number methodology for calculating rainfall losses.  The burnt watershed scenarios were modeled by adjusting the curve numbers to reflect the increased runoff due to post-fire soil and vegetation conditions.  The 100-year modeling results for the Fort Valley Pilot Area indicate that a fire on the face of the San Francisco Peaks may cause the watershed to produce flows that are up to 8 times higher than pre-fire discharges. Post-fire flows in the Rio de Flag downstream of Fort Valley are up to 4 times higher than pre-fire discharges. Treating (forest thinning, control burning, etc.) the entire watershed has the effect of significantly reducing the post-fire discharges in the event of a fire. The 100-year modeling results for the Williams Pilot Area indicate post-fire flows in Cataract Creek at the south end of Williams increase by up to 5 times the pre-fire discharges. Some of the upper watersheds on Bill Williams Mountain that have the potential to burn the most severely experience significant increases in flows. Directly downstream of the City Dam, one of the City’s municipal drinking water sources, post-fire flows are up to 8 times higher than pre-fire discharges.  The modeling results suggest that in a burned condition, the Fort Valley and Williams Pilot Areas would produce much higher flood discharges compared to pre-fire conditions. Treatment of the entire impacted watersheds significantly reduces the risk and magnitude of post-fire flood hazards. 


